Your business demands secure and reliable communications, especially if you operate in remote locations or hostile environments. Our global satellite, teleport and fibre network will keep you connected 24x7.

We provide SCADA monitoring to major utility transmission and distribution network suppliers on a privately managed communications network. We therefore fully recognise the differing communications requirements for:

- managing SCADA networks compared with those for mass consumer communications
- increased resilience, performance and bandwidth driven by the introduction of new systems such as active network management and asset monitoring
- supporting and maintaining mission critical communications networks.

BGAN M2M for IoT, Telemetry applications

“Arqiva is one of the UK’s largest satellite communications companies as measured by all metrics. Our scale and experience mean that we remain the dependable service provider for existing customers and new customers.”

High system availability

> 99.9 %*

Remote Hardware Management

Small, lightweight devices

BGAN M2M benefits

- IP-based network with two-way encryption to integrate securely with existing IT infrastructure
- Reliable network – 99.9 % satellite and ground network availability
- Ideal for secondary SCADA networks (lower bandwidth use) and M2M connectivity
- Easy to set up and maintain, with no requirement for specialist staff or training
- Cost-effective flexible pricing options for consistent budget planning and control
- Data consumption pricing model

* Overall network availability

To find out more about BGAN M2M contact the sales team: satdatacoms@arqiva.com | +44 (0)1962 823 434
**Service Excellence Team**

A dedicated Service Excellence Team provide work across all departments to promote customer interests and to influence operational activities, business processes and culture that form the customer experience.

**BGAN system functionality**

Advanced metering infrastructure  
Distribution automation  
Field force automation  
Substation connectivity

**Coverage map**

To find out more about BGAN M2M contact the sales team: satdatacoms@arqiva.com | +44 (0)1962 823 434

---

**About Inmarsat**

Inmarsat plc is the leading provider of global mobile satellite communications services. Since 1979, Inmarsat has been providing reliable voice and high-speed data communications to governments, enterprises and other organizations, with a range of services that can be used on land, at sea or in the air. Inmarsat employs around 1,600 staff in more than 60 locations around the world, with a presence in the major ports and centres of commerce on every continent.  

www.inmarsat.com

**About Arqiva**

Arqiva, the communications infrastructure and media services company, operates at the heart of the broadcast, satellite and mobile communications markets. The company is at the forefront of network solutions and services in the digital world. Arqiva provides much of the infrastructure behind television, radio, satellite and wireless communications in the UK and has a significant presence in Ireland, mainland Europe and the USA. Customers include major broadcasters such as the BBC, ITV, BSkyB and the independent radio groups, major telco providers including the UK’s four mobile network operators, and the emergency services.  

www.arqiva.com